In chap. 4, the reader discovers that Origen divided Christian food into three categories—milk, vegetables, and meat—representing three stages of maturity. These tiers were fixed, and believers within each category remained there. Origen designed curriculum to support those within each respective group. Hence, food was apportioned to the capacity of the soul. For Origen, breast-feeding was nourishment for infants only, a stark contrast with Irenaeus and Clement.

In chap. 5, P. discusses Gregory of Nyssa’s treatise on Saint Basil, which he used to show that the foundation for intellectual and social development was material milk, as exemplified in the Song of Songs. For Gregory, maturity was found not only in the spiritual food one eats but in the food one provides to others. In his view, the pastor, representing the mother church, possesses the power or authority to feed the flock.

Penniman turns in chap. 6 to explore Augustine of Hippo’s view that breast milk symbolizes the self-giving and transference of the Word. Augustine rejected the idea that one advanced from spiritual infancy to maturity. He believed all born from the womb of the church must also imbibe continuously at its breast. For Augustine, a Christian is never weaned from milk but, before God, is in a constant state of spiritual infancy. The church, through her bishops and priests, is a many-breasted body that provides nourishment through the Eucharist and Word (p. 188). All of the church’s children nurse on the milk of the liturgy.

Raised on Christian Milk is a focused and valuable postcritical study of how a few early Church Fathers interpreted 1 Cor 3:1-3 specifically. Readers hoping for a critical exegesis of 1 Cor 3:1–3 will be disappointed and should look elsewhere. Those wishing to engage with a wider range of Fathers might consider Gerald Bray, 1–2 Corinthians (Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture 7; Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1999).

R. Alan Streett, Criswell College, Dallas, TX 75246


Xabier Pikaza taught for many years at the University of Salamanca. He has authored numerous books and articles on Scripture, christology, and the science of religion, as can be seen in the general bibliography on pp. 1046, 1055, 1062, 1067.

The particularized bibliography of all authors for the present work is also adroitly handled, with a generous assortment of presumably relevant books and articles listed before each major section. No effort is made to list the exact relevance of each entry, however, so the reader is left alone to figure out what role each entry has, if any, in the shaping of P.’s thinking.

The subtitle of the book, “From Jesus to the Church,” gives a hint as to P.’s drift of thought: Matthew (dated by P. to around 85 and written in confrontation with the Jewish establishment of Antioch in Syria) contains a modified view of the church Jesus founded. Four novelties not considered by Jesus, P. maintains, must be taken into consideration for their influence on Matthew’s view of the church: (1) the rebirth of an apocalyptic mentality among Jews and Christians subsequent to the war of 67–70; (2) Mark’s Gospel, retouched
after 66–70; (3) document Q as a source; and (4) a new vision of Jesus as Messiah with more stress on a Trinitarian approach to all the peoples of the world based on Matt 28:16-20. All of this is explained at length on pp. 37-99.

A footnote previous to pp. 37-99 (p. 32 n. 5) uses Matt 28:16-20 to give what P. asserts is “the central argument of Matthew”: that the authority given Jesus by God is not intended to be a source of submission for humankind but a fountain of life and a source of hope for the future; it is God himself who places himself at the service of humankind. This reviewer would like to counter with the assertion that it is precisely subservience to God that is the source of life and the source of hope for humankind. The reasons for this assertion are that God is God and humankind is humankind.

One thing, however, that the present reviewer, who has plowed through each and every one of the 1,039 pages of P.’s text, can assert on P.’s behalf: he is never at a loss for words. Underlying presuppositions are not always easy to assess. One set seemingly belonging to P., and here advanced by this reviewer with due hesitation, is that P. does not give Jesus and his fellow Galileans sufficient credit for acting in the tradition of the legitimate Judaism stemming from Abraham. Abraham and the sacrifice of Isaac are mentioned only in passing (see pp. 730, 766 n. 164, 796 n. 206, 902 n. 359, 976 n. 443). Even in his discussion of Abraham in the genealogy given by Matthew at the beginning of his Gospel, P. is unwontedly skimpy: he fails to mention that to achieve fourteen generations in the third section of the bibliography “Christ” is needed in addition to “Jesus.” In Matthew this allusion to “Christ” is a clear reference to the resurrection and to the resultant distinction between the heavenly Christ “generated” by God and the earthly Jesus “born” of the virgin. (This interpretation of “generation,” of course, is based on the use of Ps 2:7 in Acts 13:33).

For this reviewer, P.’s handling of Abraham is an indication that he fails to understand the attitude of Jesus as he faces death on the cross. On pp. 974-78, P. wrestles with the words of Jesus in Matt 27:46 taken from the first verse of Psalm 22 and addressed to God: “Why have you abandoned me?” Instead of seeing in Jesus a “son” of Abraham who participated in Abraham’s faith in God’s ability to raise from the dead as found in Genesis 22 and made explicit in Heb 11:17-19, P. is at a loss to figure out why Jesus thinks God abandoned him. But Jesus’s cry, for those who are alert to Jesus’s role in salvation history in regard to Abraham, is meant by Jesus to evoke the entirety of Psalm 22 as an explanation of what is taking place. When this train of thought is followed, the omnipresent phrase “son of man” in Matthew (cf. Matt 24:26-31 and P.’s discussion on pp. 618-20) becomes clear: “man” is Abraham and “son of man” is Jesus, whose fidelity to God expressed in his explanatory citing on the cross of Psalm 22, is a participation in Abraham’s fidelity as expressed in Gen 22:1-18. The use of the genitive case is simply an application of Semitic usage to express an intrinsic relationship.

More needs to be said about the Eucharist in Matthew’s Gospel than is said by P. Much research in recent years has been centered on the “sacrifice of praise” or tôdâ spirituality to explain the Eucharist as a reinterpretation by Jesus of an OT ceremony. But this lack in P. is an indication that there is still much to be done in Matthean studies.

Pikaza’s discussion of the granting of the keys of the kingdom to Peter in Matt 16:19 is more confusing than enlightening (pp. 593-96). The impression given by P. is that the many writings of the NT contain many “churches” instead of many views of the one church
founded on Peter and entrusted to him and his successors. This church is not composed, ultimately, of human beings in a human dimension but of human beings in a divine dimension, the ultimate unifying factor defining “church” being the eucharistic Body of Christ that gives rise to the Mystical Body.

Much more could be said about this book, so impressive in its quantity, so disappointing in its quality. There must have been much misunderstanding and confusion attendant on the foundation of the church founded by Jesus Christ, but certainly not as much as this book seems to require. Whatever P.’s personal beliefs, for this reviewer his book has shown than the early church must have been more Catholic and less Protestant than P. thinks.

James Swetnam, S.J., Jesuit Hall, St. Louis, MO 63108


The subtitle of this monograph tells the reader what Reece considers the important delimitation of his study. As it happens, his careful delineation opens the door to a dimension of Paul’s letter to the Galatians that he may not have anticipated.

Reece is a classical philologist, and he examines here the statement in Gal 6:11 about Paul’s large letters (“See with what large letters I write in my [own] hand”), asking about the reasons for Paul’s adding an autographic subscription, the reason for his explicit mention that he is doing so in his own hand, his reason for using large letters, and the reason for his observing that the letters are large. R. rehearses earlier commentators’ interest in probing the mind of Paul and wants to supplement their views with attention to the wider epistolary conventions of Paul’s culture. He studies print publications of papyrus letters that date between 300 B.C.E. and 300 C.E. Finding them limited in some ways (e.g., in regard to precision and thoroughness), he has also employed the Papyrological Navigator (http://papyri.info/), which, while displaying its own limitations as it evolves, is nevertheless a formidable resource through which he examines a representative sample of papyrus letters bearing autographic subscriptions.

Part 1, “Paul’s Autographic Subscriptions,” includes attention to the laboriousness of letter writing in antiquity (chap. 2), then in succession the Greek, Latin, and Jewish literary letter-writing traditions (chaps. 3–5), Paul’s letter writing in the light of contemporary epistolary conventions and the function of autographic subscriptions in ancient letters (chap. 7). Part 2, “Paul’s Large Letters,” discusses the phrase “with what large letters” in Gal 6:11 (chap. 8), letters in various languages excavated in eastern Judea (chap. 9), Latin letters excavated in northern England (chap. 10), and Greek letters excavated in Middle and Upper Egypt (chap. 11). In chap. 12, he reports his conclusions and asks further questions.

There is an appendix dedicated to various translations of Gal 6:11, and one that summarizes pertinent commentators’ remarks on Gal 6:11. This appendix epitomizes three groups of commentators who differ on the extent of Galatians covered by Paul’s statement. R. defends the plausibility of the opinion of the first group, who hear Paul refer to the size of his handwriting in 6:11 and perhaps extending through v. 18. Appendix 3 calculates the